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Microsoft Open EIS Pak    1.0

A New Generation of Executive 
Information Systems

Quickly and easily build custom EIS applications based on the 
most powerful mainstream graphical applications.    Microsoft 
Open EIS Pak lets you reach more users while giving you the 
immediate power to analyze and understand data, by including 
eight of the most effective Microsoft applications: Excel, Word, 
Project, Access, PowerPoint, Mail, Visual Basic, and SQL Server.   
Create custom systems and deliver corporate data to the desktop,
and at the same time find better ways to bring vital data to the 
entire business.

Developers Do More In Less Time

Put your business on the road to success with Microsoft Open EIS
Pak.    Because of the capabilities of Open EIS's applications you 
can bring one of today's most valuable assets to your 
organization; Time!    Quickly create a personalized EIS that offers 
the most advanced tools for handling everything from numbers 
and text to charts and graphs.

Do More with Superior Data Access 
and Live Links

Easily move data between Microsoft applications, such as turning 
numbers into graphs, adding charts to text, creating entire 
presentations, and combining issues and results through Microsoft
Mail.    Access corporate data more efficiently and effectively with 
the power of dynamic data exchange (DDE), object linking and 
embedding (OLE), Microsoft Access, the query facilities in 
Microsoft Excel, and the imminent open database connectivity 
(ODBC).

Powerful Development Tools

Utilize the built-in functionality of the Microsoft applications or 
easily customize, combine, and extend the functionality.    You can 
also create new user interfaces by using powerful tools such as 
macros in Microsoft Excel and Word Basic, visual programming 
with Visual Basic, and coding with Microsoft C/C++.    Reduce 
training and support within your organization by offering both the 
users and developers easy, intuitive ways to work and learn.



Reach More People with New 
Technology

Improvements, innovations, and new technology are immediately 
available to EIS users and developers due to Microsoft's 
continuous challenge to offer the best products in the business.    
Make information more broadly available to your managers and 
analysts through powerful data access tools.    Now key members 
of your organization can get the information, analyses, and 
answers they need from both corporate and each other!

Minimum System Requirements:
CPU:    80386 or higher
RAM:    4 MB
Hard disk space:    8 MB
Graphics card/monitor:    VGA or higher
Mouse:    Recommended
Operating system:    DOS 3.0 and Windows 3.0; Windows 3.1 
recommended
Other:    Microsoft Excel for Windows, version    4.0


